How much do you text your plates, outside of logistics?
8 upvotes | 24 May, 2018 | by IIlllIllIIIllIl
Logistics game is tight, under a couple texts and I've got the meet up set. But during the week I'll get texts
just to chat and I don't really wanna banter, but it doesn't seem right to just leave them hanging. So I'll
send back a meme or something else that diffuses the conversation.
How much do you text your plates? How much should we text our plates?
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Comments
[deleted] • 17 points • 24 May, 2018 07:44 PM*

The "text for logistics only" rule is generally targeted towards the "billy beta" type guys who will shower a girl
with compliments, memes and videos over text then make ZERO effort to actually meet. It is mostly to prevent
them from self inflicted wounds. You do not need to take it verbatim.
I think you're playing it just fine: If she messages you out of the blue, send back something clever/funny and
leave it at that.
TrenGod37 • 9 points • 25 May, 2018 01:02 AM

This right here. It doesn’t matter. Some girls I never text. Some I text a lot. It’s all about frame and non
neediness.
That logistic rule is for the new guys who’s text game is on the same level as Stevie wonders ability to shoot
a gun accurately.
But If you feel like you’re texting too much you probably are.
rayrayray1234 • 5 points • 24 May, 2018 07:46 PM

2/3 is good, you can’t just forget about your sluts. I make that mistake too often still
MotiMorphosys • 1 point • 24 May, 2018 07:45 PM

Depends on the plate. I try to keep it only to logistics but if she texts me a meme or something I'll be reasonable
in responding. Not all girls make good plates but when you find one it's astounding how they'll respect the
boundaries and keep it to logistics only.
Aralant • 1 point • 24 May, 2018 08:06 PM

The logistics only rule is a a safety of sorts. When speaking in written format it's very easy to have your
intentions misinterpreted or worse, seen for what they truly are.
If you are a master wordsmith then texting can get you ahead and develop her dependency on you.
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